A boat is moving at a speed of 50 kph with a heading of due north w.r.t the water. The boat is traveling through a current of 7 kph [W30S]. If you can
throw a ball with a maximum speed of 60 kph at what angle must you throw said ball in order to hit a stationary target due east?
(Scroll Down for the Solution)

Solution
• List your vectors in with proper notation (Note: "P" is projectile, "B" is boat, "W" is for water, "S" is for shore
• We know the magnitude but not direction of the projectile with respect to the boat so use a "?" for the direction. (This is what we are trying to find)
• We know the direction of our resultant (projectiles velocity with respect to the shore) but not the magnitude. Same deal as above
• Notice the vector equation. We get the "B" and "W" sandwich in the middle.

• Now to create the vector diagram we have to go with what we know. Since we know the the direction of the resultant go with that first. Sketch the
resultant with an estimated magnitude (we can find it later). Then remember the last vector in the equation attaches head to head and the first
vector attaches T-T. Remember this is just a sketch. Since we know that the last vector is the water's velocity w.r.t the shore ("wVs") we can
sketch that first. Now work backwards and draw on "bVw". Once you do that you only have one way to draw "pVb".

•
• Once you've correctly drawn the diagram you can now assign "short names" for your vectors. i.e. "r" for resultant (pVs), "a" for pVb etc.
• Next set up your component chart as shown below.

•

•
•
•
•

The trick to solve this question is make a few realizations
1) The x component of vector b is zero ( the boat's heading is north)
2) The y component of the resultant is zero because the projectile is moving east with respect to the ground.
Now look at the x and y comps. In the last line of the x-component we have 2 unknowns so we can't solve for "θ" but in the y-comp we only have
one unknown, "θ"! Now you can solve.
• Incidentally once you can find "θ" you can easily find the magnitude of the resultant as well. Pretty darn cool eh?

